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Abstract

As on-demand video streaming services succeed, traditional television based media

companies have begun to look for new methods to reach viewers. One such method

is for these companies to distribute show episodes through a newly launched online

advertisement based video on demand (AVOD) service (e.g. NBCUniversal’s Peacock,

ViacomCBS’s Pluto TV, Roku Inc., or Fox Corp.’s Tubi), which provides a new release

timing strategy for episodes of shows. Besides the traditional sequential releases (e.g.

week to week), episodes can now be released simultaneously (all-at-once), which lowers a

consumers’ viewing costs relative to the sequential releases but at the cost of diminished

responsiveness to advertising. In this paper, we study the impact of the introduction of

this new release timing decision in an AVOD setting with a signaling model. Particularly,

we analyze whether the release timing of episodes signals show quality and moderates

advertising levels. We show that by using an AVOD service that allows for sequential

and simultaneous releases of show episodes, there exists a separating equilibrium under

which higher and lower quality shows choose different release timing strategies.
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1 Introduction and Review

The success of streaming services like Netflix and Amazon has led to major changes in the

television (TV) industry. Subscription-based video on-demand (SVOD) streaming ser-

vices release episodes of their original content all-at-once allowing viewers to binge-watch

a series without having to wait until the following weeks to watch additional episodes.1

As a result, rival television based media companies, such as ViacomCBS, NBCUniversal

and Fox, have begun to look for new methods to reach viewers because their traditional

TV distribution channel restricts viewers to a sequential viewing schedule.

The difference in the level of viewer commitment/flexibility across SVODs and tra-

ditional TV may be one reason why subscription based video on-demand streaming

services are successful. In response “networks are changing the way they develop and

release new shows...as they seek to adapt to new TV viewing habits and profit from

the ‘binge-watching’ made popular by video streaming services” [Toonkel and Richwine,

2016]. One such method is for traditional television based media companies to mimic

their digital streaming counterparts (e.g., Netflix and Amazon) and create a digital

distribution service that would enable a content provider to also release new content

all-at-once. Such an offering has been successful—ViacomCBS has a subscription free

advertising-based video on demand (AVOD) service named Pluto TV which has more

than 43 million monthly active users.2 NBCUniversal also entered the subscription free

AVOD space with the launch of its streaming service Peacock.3 Fox also has a subscrip-

tion free AVOD service named Tubi which made more than $300 million in ad revenue

in 2020 and has more than 33 million users.4

The AVOD space has grown by offering repackaged content, but now they are in a

position with enough capital base to fund their own original series. Tubi, Roku Inc.,

1binge watching, the act of watching several episodes in one sitting
2https://www.cordcuttersnews.com/pluto-tv-reaches-43-million-monthly-active-users/
3https://www.cnet.com/news/peacock-tv-everything-to-know-premium-free-app-plus-watch-wwe/
4https://www.fool.com/investing/2021/03/10/fox-is-understating-tubis-potential/
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and Pluto TV started looking at developing originals.5 6 The AVOD business model is

exhibiting similarities to that of SVOD’s, where Netflix Inc. and Hulu started offering

reruns and licensed programs, and now rely on original content to attract new customers.

But once such an AVOD service like Pluto TV, Peacock, Roku Inc. or Tubi creates

original content7, how does it determine which shows should be released sequentially

(like in traditional TV) or all-at-once? Why did NBCUniversal decide to release reboots

of “Saved By the Bell” and “Punky Brewster” on Peacock with an all-at-once release

timing strategy, and not sequentially?8

Currently, there is little understanding as to the strategic implications of the all-at-

once release strategy, particularly within an AVOD setting and more specifically of the

type of shows (high or lower quality) that should implement such a strategy. This paper

studies the profitability impact of simultaneous and sequential releases for shows within

a subscription free AVOD service. Our paper exploits the asymmetry of information

about show quality between the entertainment companies and viewers to analyze the

optimal release strategy for high- and low-quality shows. We focus on AVOD distribution

rather than a paid subscription service due to the close similarities an AVOD service

has to the existing TV market and the fact that AVOD revenue is projected to hit 56

billion in 2024.9

With new advances in technology, especially the ability to watch on demand, binge

consumption of entertainment has attracted a lot of attention. Also, millennials who

are comfortable with technology are more likely to engage in this behavior. This is an

emerging area of interest to researchers with limited analysis. As with any new substan-

tive area of interest, any attempt to model the phenomenon immediately raises several

interesting research possibilities and a desire to capture the richness of the phenomena.

Early researchers, however, need to carefully carve out the issues to ensure tractability

and gain meaningful insights. (In contrast, mature research projects have already ad-

5https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/companies/fox-e2-80-99s-tubi-made-millions-with-reruns-now-it-
wants-original-programming/ar-BB1ey3pQ

6https://www.theverge.com/2021/3/13/22329368/tubi-streaming-original-programming-fox
7https://www.cordcuttersnews.com/tubi-is-interested-in-creating-original-content/
8https://www.tomsguide.com/news/how-to-watch-punky-brewster-reboot-on-peacock-release-date-cast-

trailer-and-more
9https://www.mediaplaynews.com/ad-supported-vod-revenue-to-reach-56-billion-by-2024-driven-by-u-s/
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dressed several issues and hence it becomes easy to focus on the remaining ones.) In

that same spirit, we elect to focus on the issue in the context of one content and channel

provider.

Traditional TV networks generate most of their profits through advertising. A 30-

second spot during a hit TV show can cost as high as $400, 000 [Nathanson, 2013]. It

is reasonable to think that the cost per advertising spot would be different across the

two release timing strategies that lead to different viewing behavior (binging vs. not-

binging). [Schweidel and Moe, 2016] studies the impact of binge-watching on advertising

through an empirical model based on Hulu user data. Their conclusion is that adver-

tisements in a viewing session discourage binge-watching, and that binge-watchers are

less responsive to advertisements compared to non-binge-watchers. Additionally, the

satiation literature suggests that high rates of consumption lead to less enjoyment than

consuming a good less often [Galak et al., 2013]. These results may have an interest-

ing implication for the role of advertisements with different release timing strategies:

in all-at-once releases, ads are consumed at a higher rate than in traditional weekly

releases; thus, the efficacy of ads in all-at-once releases may be reduced compared to a

traditional weekly release timing. These two lines of research support an assumption we

hold throughout the paper: users show less ad responsiveness in simultaneous releases

compared to a sequential release timing. In our model, we translate this deterioration

in advertisement responsiveness into a monetary value.

To study the impact a simultaneous release strategy could have on a traditional tele-

vision based media company, we analyze the trade-off between the boost in ad efficiency

via sequential (linear) releases and the increase in the cost of watching. For instance,

watching a show that is released all-at-once gives viewers the possibility to binge-watch

in a convenient way, which is not possible with a sequential release timing.

We assume viewers are unaware of the quality of a show until they watch it. One

possible method in which an entertainment company can signal a show’s quality to

viewers is through advertising about its show. The show-specific advertising level is a

decision for the firm, which can act as a signal of show quality to viewers. In addition to

advertising, the release timing decision may also act as a signal about show quality to
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viewers due to the advertising revenue difference between the two release timing options

we are considering.. Networks have more information about their shows than viewers,

which influences their decisions on how to advertise and how to release its shows. Viewers

see these decisions and experience imperfect information about the show quality. We

therefore analyze this problem with a signaling model. It is important to note that in

our analysis, quality measures are relative. The relative nature of our analysis is a direct

result of the model and occurs in all signaling papers.

Our paper illustrates that adequate levels of advertising alone may signal quality, and

for this to happen, the higher-quality show must incur a sizeable cost. We then show

that by adding the simultaneous release timing in a AVOD channel, in equilibrium lower

quality shows select this release strategy since it is more profitable than the sequential

strategy. Thus, we find that there exists a separating equilibrium under which release

timing strategies signal quality. Furthermore, we determine that the introduction of the

simultaneous release timing reduces the advertising level that higher quality shows need

to incur in order to signal their quality (compared to having sequential releases alone).

Even though the higher quality show does not apply a simultaneous release strategy,

by providing a more profitable release strategy for low quality shows, they are better-

off. This is because the incentive compatibility constraints are relaxed, allowing higher

quality shows to reduce their equilibrium advertising level under sequential releases.

In our model, the traditional television based media company is tasked with selecting

which release timing strategy to use for new content, and thereby determines what show

quality types are binged and which are not. An interesting result of our analysis is

that in equilibrium binge watching occurs with lower quality shows, not high quality.

Fascinatingly, this result has direct parallels to work where consumers are found to

binge low quality foods and/or beverages [Boggiano et al., 2014]. Our results also have

important managerial implication; because release strategies may signal quality, it is

beneficial for a firm to find a way in which to open new strategies that are profitable for

its lower quality content. By doing this, the firm reduces the necessity of costly signaling

through other mechanisms (i.e., advertising) for their higher quality content, and enjoys

greater profits on all quality levels.
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Literature Review

Our model contributes to the signaling literature by illustrating that the release tim-

ing of shows can be a signal of quality. To the best of our knowledge, there are no

other papers that analyze the release timing decision of episodes as a signal of qual-

ity. This is an important result because it provides television networks with another

mechanism to informatively separate their content. Furthermore, we show that release

timing strategies reduce the advertising expenditure shows must incur in order to signal

their quality. Other signals of quality that have been studied in the literature include

price [Bagwell and Riordan, 1991], money-back guarantee [Moorthy and Srinivasan,

1995], umbrella branding [Wernerfelt, 1988], slotting allowances [Lariviere and Padman-

abhan, 1997], advertising and price [Linnemer, 2002, Abe, 1995, Milgrom and Roberts,

1986, Desai, 2000, Zhao, 2000, Erdem et al., 2008], advertising frequency [Erdem et al.,

2008], warranty [Lutz, 1989, Gal-Or, 1989, Balachander, 2001], price image [Simester,

1995], product scarcity [Stock and Balachander, 2005], brand extension [Moorthy, 2012]

and price discrimination [Anderson and Simester, 2001]. Among these papers, the closest

to our work is [Moorthy and Srinivasan, 1995]. In this paper, the authors analyze how

money-back guarantees can signal product quality. They show that money-back guar-

antees signal quality by exploiting the higher probability of returns for a lower quality

product, and the attendant higher transaction costs. However, if the seller’s transaction

costs are too large, other mechanisms (like price) are needed to signal quality.

An important distinction between our model and most papers in the signaling through

advertising literature is that we consider multiple consumption instances that lead to

consumer learning, and the fact that advertisements can act as explicit and implicit pro-

visions of information as well as generate prestige effects for consumers–similar to [Acker-

berg, 2005], [Stigler, 1961], [Butters, 1977], and [Grossman and Shapiro, 1984] were some

of the first papers to analyze the use of advertisments as explicit provisions of informa-

tion. These papers analyzed the effect of firms explicitly informing their consumers of

their brands’ existence and observable characteristics through advertising. In our set-

ting, such advertising would explicitly informs consumers of who the leading actors or

actress are of the show, the genre of the show, and a synopsis of the show’s plot. On
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the other hand, the initial literature of advertising of experience goods, led by [Nelson,

1974], [Milgrom and Roberts, 1986] and [Kihlstrom and Riordan, 1984], analyze the use

of advertising as means to implicitly signal information to consumers about a brand’s

unobserved quality. They find that firms are able to signal unobserved quality via adver-

tisement levels. [Moraga-González, 2000] analyzes quality signaling through informative

advertising in an experience good in a one period model. He finds that no separating

equilibrium exists in advertising. This contrasts with the result of this paper, where we

find a separating equilibrium in advertising. This is because we consider an experience

good with multiple periods of consumption, including quality learning, which permits

the feasibility of the incentive compatible constraints under a separating equilibrium.

[Stigler and Becker, 1977] and [Becker and Murphy, 1993] follow the earlier work

of [Stigler, 1961], [Butters, 1977], and [Grossman and Shapiro, 1984] by examining mod-

els in which advertising levels interact with a consumer’s utility function for a particular

brand. Such an impact might occur through a prestige or image effect whereby con-

sumers garner greater utility for a brand due to the content of the advertisement–e.g. a

celebrity endorsement ( [Chung et al., 2013,Derdenger et al., 2018]) or highlighting the

leading actors or actresses in a movie or TV show. Given this work and the relevance

to our setting, it is important that we model this aspect of advertising by allowing it to

impact a viewer’s utility directly, independently of their beliefs of show quality.

Among signaling games, there exists an interesting difference between deterministic

and stochastic signaling mechanisms. In the former, consumption gives complete infor-

mation about the unknown feature to the responding agent, whereas in the latter, the

responding agent is still not completely sure about the true value of the unknown feature.

This paper stands in the middle: depending on the experience draw a consumer receives

from a particular episode, she will have perfect or imperfect information about the true

show type. A similar model to the one in this paper may be found in [Jeitschko and

Normann, 2012]. This paper contrasts a standard deterministic signaling game with

a stochastic signaling mechanism. They find that in the stochastic setting, a unique

equilibrium exists that separates agent types, whereas with a deterministic signaling

mechanism, both pooling and separating equilibria exist. The main difference with this
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paper is that our model is suitable for a TV show-viewer interaction. We consider se-

quential trials (consumers receive a quality sample for each episode they watch), that

the samples received may be deterministic or noisy depending on the realization of a

random variable, and two different signaling mechanisms, advertising and release timing.

It is also interesting to note that our equilibrium strategies are optimal in expectation,

but there might be some sample paths in which they are not optimal. This is due to the

randomness in the experienced episode quality; it could happen that a low quality show

mimicking a high quality show gets lucky and does not perfectly inform certain viewers

about its true quality, ending up better-off than in its equilibrium strategy.

Given our model setting, the area of research focused on binge behavior is quite

relevant. Such an area is also steadily increasing in number of papers. Recent papers

such as [Trouleau et al., 2016] models user episode playback through a regression model

on event counts that is contrasted with a dataset from a on-demand video streaming

service. Their model includes several features that are key aspects of binge behavior,

including episode data censorship (whether a viewer has watched all episodes available

to her or not), deviations in the population, and external influences on consumption

habits. They observe different types of binge behavior: that binge watchers often view

certain content out-of-order, and that binge watching is not a consistent behavior among

users. [Lu et al., 2017] analyzes binge behavior in an educational setting through content

in Coursera (one of the world’s most popular online education platforms), in which they

observe individual-level lecture and quiz consumption patterns across multiple courses.

They generate a utility maximization decision process for individual consumers that

features the contemporaneous utility of consumption and the long-run accumulation of

knowledge. By examining consumption in certain courses, their model is able to pre-

dict consumption patterns in other courses, which has implications for new product

launch, cross-selling, and bundling. [Schweidel and Moe, 2016] studies the impact of

binge-watching on advertising through an empirical model based on Hulu user data.

This is the closest paper to our work, since it analyzes the relationship between adver-

tising effectiveness and binging-behavior. Their conclusion is that advertisements in a

viewing session discourage binge-watching, and that binge-watchers are less responsive
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to advertisements compared to non-binge-watchers.

There is also extensive literature that studies the optimal release timing of media

through same or different channels. [Hennig-Thurau et al., 2007] present a model of

revenue generation across four sequential distribution channels, combining choice-based

conjoint data with other information. Under the conditions of the study, the authors find

that the simultaneous release of movies in theaters and on rental home video generates

maximum revenues for movie studios in the United States, but has devastating effects

on other players, such as theater chains. [Prasad et al., 2004] studies the entry time of

goods in different channels. In their model, they include the discounting of future profits,

the foresight of the firm, customers’ expectations, and the possibility of cannibalization,

and find an optimal closed form solution for the optimal sequential timing. [Das, 2008]

analyzes the optimal release timing of movies in the context of piracy. [Krider and

Weinberg, 1998] studies the release timing of movies as a competitive game and look for

an equilibrium during high season. The remaining literature can be found in [Chiou,

2008,Gerchak et al., 2006,Frank, 1994].

In addition to signaling, this paper considers viewer learning. Previous papers

that model consumer learning and advertising jointly are [Erdem and Keane, 1996]

and [Ackerberg, 2005]. As viewers watch episodes, they experience a random quality

from each episode and update their beliefs about the show type, according to Bayesian

update. Depending on the sample path, some viewers might take more or less time in

identifying the true show type.

2 Model

As was discussed in the introduction, it is important for researchers analyzing new sub-

stantive areas to carefully carve out the issues to ensure tractability and gain meaningful

insights. We believe the model presented to you below does exactly that.

Consider a traditional television based media company, such as NBCUniversal, Fox,

or ViacomCBS, which used to have no alternative rather to release episodes sequentially

through TV, but now has an advertising-based video on demand service which allows for
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two different release timing strategies (sequential vs. simultaneous). The “television”

company in our model is assumed to produce only one show and knows its quality, but

consumers do not. Similarly to the existing literature [Bar-Isaac, 2003], we assume show

quality can come from two different types: “good” shows and “bad” shows. Additionally,

the company decides its advertising expenditure (a ≥ 0) and the release timing of its

show to a homogeneous group of viewers. Without loss of generality, we normalize

the size of the group to 1. For tractability and model simplicity we assume there are

two release timing options: i) simultaneous releases, which we will denote by B, and

ii) linear sequential releases, which we will denote by W . In simultaneous releases, all

episodes from the show are offered to the viewer on premiere day (period 1), whereas in

sequential releases, a new episode is released each subsequent period. The “television”

company earns revenue from outside firms advertising within show episodes, the revenue

per eyeball for sequential releases without loss of generality will be set to 1. The efficiency

from advertisements is different between the two release timing strategies; simultaneous

releases have an ad efficiency of δ compared to linear sequential releases. We see this as

if the revenue per ad view for simultaneous shows is a fraction δ < 1 of what it is for

sequential shows.10 Again, as highlighted in the introduction, this modeling assumption

is also based on the literature of [Schweidel and Moe, 2016, Galak et al., 2013]. This

literature indicates that high rates of consumption lead to less enjoyment than consuming

a good less often ( [Galak et al., 2013]), and that binge-watchers are less responsive to

advertisements than to non-binge-watchers ( [Schweidel and Moe, 2016]).

Additionally, the firm chooses its advertising expenditure for its own show. Firm

revenue is dependent on how many people watch the show, the release timing choice,

and its advertising expenditure; we can write a general expression for the expected profit

of a type t (good or bad) show as follows:

πt(a,W ) = E[# of views|a,W and t]− a (1)

πt(a,B) = δE[# of views|a,B and t]− a. (2)

10A March 11, 2016 Fortune Magazine article on “How Network TV Figured Out Binge-Watching” indicates
that “binging viewers are also less likely to watch ads...”
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At this point, it is important to remark that the advertising that generates revenue is

completely different to the advertising level chosen by the firm. This latter advertising

is specific to the show and release timing strategy, whereas the advertising revenue

is generated from exposing viewers to different advertisements from independent and

unrelated firms to viewers during the show. Additionally, as we already mentioned, the

advertising revenue per eyeball is exogenous, independent of show quality and constant

over time. This is because prices for advertising are set before the actual shows are

finished and its quality is realized by the advertisers [Nathanson, 2013].

Again, viewers do not know the show’s type before watching episode 1, i.e., before

watching they cannot determine the show’s overall quality, and even after watching

episode 1, there might be some residual uncertainty. Viewers have initial prior beliefs

about show quality that will be updated directly after the firm announces its release

timing strategy X ∈ {B,W} and advertising level a ≥ 0. Given the chosen strategy X ∈

{B,W} and the advertising level a ≥ 0, the viewers’ priors before watching episode 1 are

that with probability µ{1,a,X} they are viewing a “good” show, and (1 − µ{1,a,X}) that

they are viewing a “bad” show. Consumers have a cost CX of viewing each episode that

depends on the release timing strategy X ∈ {B,W}, where CB ≤ CW because all-at-once

releases provide more flexibility to viewers than weekly releases. The experience each

viewer has about a particular episode is completely independent across viewers, i.e., two

different viewers might have different perceptions about the same episode. Furthermore,

the experience of a particular viewer across different episodes is completely independent

as well. The probability a viewer perceives an episode from a “good” show with high

quality (θH) is g, whereas the probability of experiencing medium quality (θM ) is (1−g).

For a “bad” show, the probability a viewer perceives an episode as medium quality (θM )

is b, whereas the probability of experiencing low quality (θL) is (1 − b). Note that

θL < θM < θH . We assume that the probabilities g and b, and the qualities θL, θM and

θH are common knowledge, so that the uncertainty for viewers relies only on which type

of show they are watching, and not on the quality distributions of those shows.

After viewing an episode, viewers update their beliefs about a show’s type. If they

have experienced a high quality episode (θH) in the past, they know they are watching a
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“good” show and will update their beliefs appropriately, whereas if they have experienced

a low quality episode (θL) in the past, they know the show is “bad.” On the other hand,

if their past experiences about episode quality were all medium (θM , the degenerate

quality), viewers update their beliefs, based on a Bayesian update. If the past i ≥ 0

experienced episode quality was θM under release timing X ∈ {W,B} and advertising

level a ≥ 0, then the probability they give to the show being “good” when deciding to

watch episode i+ 1 is

µ{i+1,a,X} =
µ{1,a,X}(1− g)i−1

µ{1,a,X}(1− g)i−1 + (1− µ{1,a,X})bi−1
, (3)

with probability 1− µ{i+1,a,X} that the show is “bad.”

Viewers decide to watch an episode based on the utility they expect from that episode

which is a function of a show’s advertising. This advertisement directly affects the

viewer’s utility of the show through a prestige effect and may also affect a consumer’s

expected utility through a signaling effect. The modeling of advertising in such a fashion

is consistent with the complementary view where advertising may contain information

as well as lead to social prestige that influences consumer behavior ( [Bagwell, 2007]).

We incorporate a prestige effect into the consumer’s utility function due to a show’s

advertisements usually highlight its staring actors or actresses. The incorporation and

interpretation of the prestige effect in our context is similar to the celebrity endorsement

work of ( [Chung et al., 2013, Derdenger et al., 2018]) where consumers derive direct

utility from a celebrity endorsing a given product. For simplicity we choose a linear

form equal to γa, where γ > 0. If a viewer decides not to watch an episode, she

quits the show and does not watch any of the following episodes. Consumer decisions

on whether to watch an episode are based on their show quality perception, cost of

watching, and advertising level. The viewer expected utility from watching episode i

given release timing X ∈ {B,W} and advertising level a ≥ 0 is

u{i,a,X} = µ{i,a,X}E[Qg] + (1− µ{i,a,X})E[Qb]− CX + γa, (4)

where Qg and Qb are the random qualities experienced in “good” and “bad” show
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respectively,

Qg =


θH w.p. g

θM w.p. (1− g),

(5)

Qb =


θM w.p. b

θL w.p. (1− b).
(6)

Then, E[Qg] = gθH + (1− g)θM and E[Qb] = bθM + (1− b)θL.11

We can address this problem using a model of seller-consumer interaction as a se-

quential game of incomplete information and look for a modified Perfect Bayesian Equi-

librium [Gibbons, 1992]. The game would be as follows: nature chooses the firm’s show

type, with probability µ0 it is “good” and with probability 1−µ0 it is “bad.” Then, the

firm moves by choosing a release timing strategy, as well as an advertisement level for

its show; the viewer moves second with her decision to watch or not to watch the first

episode. The viewer’s decision about watching the first episode will be based on her

posterior assessment of the probability of dealing with a “good” show, after seeing the

show’s release timing signal and advertisement level, as that will determine the viewer’s

utility. If the addition of the expected quality and advertisement utility from the first

episode is greater or equal to the cost of watching, the viewer will watch such an episode;

otherwise not. If the viewer decides to watch the first episode, she performs a Bayesian

update on her belief about the show being good, forms an expected utility for episode 2

and decides to watch it or not based on the same criterion. Viewers will stop watching

the show when their expected utility from watching the next episode is negative.

11Under the current model structure, if viewers included future show utility into their decision making
process, the utility would simply be a rescaled amount of the presented utility in equation (4) due to the
viewers expecting to receive a constant flow utility across each episode. For instance, in the infinite episode
case, the expected utility associated with all future episodes would simply be a scaled utility of equation (4),
specificially by a factor of 1/(1-β) where β is the discount factor of future utility.
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3 Signaling Through Advertising Alone

To identify the impact of the simultaneous release timing, we first study the traditional

release timing setting in which show episodes are released sequentially in an AVOD

service. In this setting, the only way a show can signal its quality to viewers is through

advertising. We make a simplification to the model by setting g = 1 and b = 0, which

implies that E[Qg] = θH and E[Qb] = θL. Viewers perceive episodes from “good”

shows with high quality (θH), whereas they perceive episodes from “bad” shows with

low quality (θL). The probability that a viewer receives the degenerate quality θM from

an episode is zero, so by watching the first episode they will know the show’s true type.

We first analyze the setting in which we have a unique episode (N = 1). Then, we

analyze the case in which we have three episodes (N = 3), which we believe is general

enough. 12

3.1 Single Episode Model

Our first exercise is to illustrate that signalling via advertising does not occur with only

one period but rather multiple periods or episodes is required. A separating equilibrium

in which a high quality show chooses an advertising level ag, while a low quality show

chooses an advertising level ab, must satisfy the incentive compatibility constraints. In

this scenario, the equilibrium profits from a high and a low quality show are πg(ag,W ) =

1− ag and πb(ab,W ) = 1− ab respectively. If a low (high) quality show were to mimic

the equilibrium advertising level of the high (low) quality show, viewers would watch

the first episode, after which they would find out the true quality show, but because

there is only one episode to watch, this information does not affect the revenue. Thus,

the mimicking profits are: πg(ab,W ) = 1− ab and πb(ag,W ) = 1− ag.

The incentive compatibility constraints are πg(W,ag) = 1− ag ≥ πg(W,ab) = 1− ab

and πb(ab,W ) = 1−ab ≥ πb(ag,W ) = 1−ag, which may only be satisfied when ag = ab.

Thus, we cannot have a separating equilibrium on the advertising level alone when there

12We analyze all possible equilibria in which both show types participate in the market and attract viewers;
first under complete information, and then under incomplete information, where we find the parameter sets
that lead to separating and pooling equilibria. We also include three episodes as to allow for an extension
that incorporates a viewer’s urge to close.
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exists a unique episode.

3.2 Complete Information With Multiple Episodes

We now study the setting with three episodes. When information is symmetric, the

game becomes simple. The profit from a high quality show with advertising expenditure

ag is

πg(ag,W ) = 31(θH − CW + γag ≥ 0)− ag, (7)

while the profit that a low quality show earns advertising ab is

πb(ab,W ) = 31(θL − CW + γab ≥ 0)− ab. (8)

Each show type would choose the minimum advertising level that attracts viewers while

generating a non-negative revenue, otherwise they don’t participate in the market. We

can represent the equilibrium advertising levels for a “good” and a “bad” show with

a∗gW =


[(CW − θH) /γ]+ if πg

(
[(CW − θH) /γ]+ ,W

)
≥ 0

0 otherwise

, (9)

and

a∗bW =


[(CW − θL) /γ]+ if πb

(
[(CW − θL) /γ]+ ,W

)
≥ 0

0 otherwise

(10)

respectively, where f+ = max{0, f} ∀f ∈ R.

If we consider the situation in which both firms need to advertise to attract viewers

while making non-negative profit, we have that 3 ≥ a∗gW = (CW − θH) /γ > 0 and

3 ≥ a∗bW = (CW − θL) /γ > 0. Thus, even in the complete information case, the firms

need to advertise in order to enhance consumer utilities and encourage viewers to watch

the show. In the next section we analyze the case of incomplete information.
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3.3 Incomplete Information with Multiple Episodes

When there is asymmetry of information, high quality shows may want to separate from

the first best strategies in order to inform viewers about its high quality by incurring a

cost that the low quality show is not willing to afford. In the following two sections, we

analyze the possible separating and pooling equilibria respectively.

Separating Equilibria

Under a separating equilibrium, as soon as the firm chooses an equilibrium strategy,

viewers will have absolute beliefs about the show’s type. We now look into a separating

equilibrium in which both show types attract viewers; high quality shows choose an

advertising level agW > 0 whereas low quality shows choose an advertising level abW > 0.

In order to attract viewers and obtain a non-negative profit in equilibrium, 3 ≥ agW ≥

a∗gW and 3 ≥ abW ≥ a∗bW , where a∗gW and a∗bW are the first best solutions previously

defined. To set the incentive compatibility constraints, we must derive the expected

equilibrium profits as well as the expected profit of each show type mimicking the other.

If a high quality show were to mimic the behavior of a low quality show, its profit

would be the same as a low quality show receives in equilibrium πg(abW ,W ) = 3− abW .

Whereas, if a low quality show were to mimic the behavior of a high quality show by

choosing advertising level agW , viewers would watch the first episode, after which they

would realize that the show is bad, and then there are two possibilities:

(A) The quality of the low-type show is good enough, so that viewers would still watch

the remaining episodes even after determining that the show is of low quality. This

happens when θL − CW + γagW ≥ 0.

(B) The quality of the low-type is not good enough, and viewers stop watching the

show after watching episode 1 and determining that the show is of low quality.

This happens when θL − CW + γagW < 0.
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We can write the payoffs as follows:

πg(agW ,W ) = 3− agW (11)

πg(abW ,W ) = 3− abW (12)

πb(abW ,W ) = 3− abW (13)

πb(agW ,W ) = 1− agW + 21(agW ≥ a∗bW ) (14)

Equations (11) and (13) represent the equilibrium profits for a high and low quality

show respectively, each of them attracting 3 views. Equation (12) represents the case

where the high quality show mimics the low quality show, which would lead to the same

number of views. Equation (14) represents the case where the low quality show mimics

the high quality one; viewers would watch the first episode, find out that the show is of

low quality, and then, depending on their expected utility from episode number 2, would

continue watching the show or not. Thus, if agW is sufficiently large (greater than a∗bW ),

viewers would watch all episodes, but if it is not, they will exit after watching episode 1.

The incentive compatibility constraints ensure that each show type is better-off by

sticking with its equilibrium strategy rather than mimicking the other type’s equilibrium

strategy. We write these constraints as follows:

πg(agW ,W ) = 3− agW ≥ 3− abW = πg(abW ,W ) and (15)

πb(abW ,W ) = 3− abW ≥ 1− agW + 21(agW ≥ a∗bW ) = πb(agW ,W ). (16)

We may simplify them to abW ≥ agW ≥ abW − 2
(

1 − 1(agW ≥ a∗bW )
)

. Note that if

agW ≥ a∗bW we have no separating equilibrium. In this case, the incentive compatibility

constraints (15) and (16) lead to agW = abW , in which consumers cannot know the

show quality by observing the advertising level. We restrict ourselves to the set where

agW < a∗bW . This means that if a low quality show were to mimic the behavior of a high

quality show, then the low quality show would only get one view, since the advertising

level is not large enough to attract viewers after determining the show is of low quality.
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We may finally write the conditions for a separating equilibrium as follows:

max{a∗gW , abW − 2} ≤ agW < min{abW , a∗bW } (17)

with 0 < a∗bW ≤ abW ≤ 3 and a∗gW > 0. Under these conditions, there exist out-of-

equilibrium beliefs that allow for the existence of a separating equilibrium in which both

show types advertise and attract viewers. This depends highly on the parameters, since

the constraints are not feasible for all parameter values. From constraint (17) and the

non-negative equilibrium profit conditions, we can find the parameter set that allows for

the existence of this type of separating equilibrium; this set is:

0 < a∗gW < a∗bW ≤ 3. (18)

According to constraint (17) there can be infinitely many separating equilibria sup-

ported by different out-of-equilibrium beliefs. However, in our case, all such equilibria

except one are ruled out or refined away by specifying what beliefs are “unreasonable”

using the “intuitive criterion” by [Cho and Kreps, 1987]. An in depth application of the

“intuitive criterion” can be found in [Jiang et al., 2011]. Proposition 1 shows that any

separating equilibrium with positive advertising levels and viewership (i.e., satisfying

constraint (18)) must be such that abW = a∗bW and agW = max{a∗gW , a∗bW − 2} in order

to be able to survive the intuitive criterion. This is because this equilibrium is the one

that provides the minimum cost separation.

Proposition 1. A separating equilibrium in which high quality shows advertise agW > 0

while low quality shows advertise abW > 0 survives the intuitive criterion as long as

abW = a∗bW and either

� agW = a∗gW and a∗gW ≥ a∗bW − 2, or

� agW = a∗bW − 2, a∗gW < a∗bW − 2 and µ0 <
(CW−θL−γagW )

θH−θL = 2γ
θH−θL .

In Proposition 1 we refine our separating equilibrium into a unique one, as long as

µ0 is low enough when a∗gW < a∗bW − 2. The intuitive criterion leads to the minimum

cost separating equilibrium. We find that when a∗gW ≥ a∗bW − 2, the only separat-
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ing equilibrium that survives the intuitive criterion is {a∗gW , a∗bW }. Therefore no show

types deviates from their first best solution, which is uninteresting. In the case that

a∗gW < a∗bW −2, the unique separating equilibrium that survives the intuitive criterion is

{a∗bW − 2, a∗bW } and it holds as long as µ0 <
2γ

θH−θL . Compared to the first best solution,

here the high quality show is incurring a cost in order to signal its quality to viewers;

this cost is a∗bW − 2 − a∗gW = θH−θL
γ − 2 > 0. The intuition behind the upper bound

of µ0 comes from the following argument: there exist out-of-equilibrium beliefs under

which the strategy a∗gW dominates for both show types, thus the intuitive criterion sets

a belief of µ0 to such strategy. If µ0 was large enough, shows might be willing to deviate

to this strategy; by setting an upper bound on µ0, the shows refrain from deviating.

It is important to note that we have separation because of the multi-period nature

of this model. When a low quality show mimics the behavior of a high quality show,

viewers would find out the true quality of the show after watching episode 1 (in this

simple case when E[Qg] = θH). So, from period 2 onwards, consumers expect episodes

of low quality, E[Qb], but since this show decided to choose a lower advertising level

than their equilibrium strategy (by mimicking the high type), their expectations of the

show are not strong enough to have viewers continue watching the show. The penalty

that the low quality show receives from mimicking the high type comes from multiple

periods of consumption. This separating equilibrium could never hold in a one-shot

game. Moreover, we also find separation without having customer heterogeneity or

differences in the marginal advertising costs of each firm type.

Finally, if we were to consider only implicit provisions of information through ad-

vertising (not explicit provision nor prestige effects), we would not find a separating

equilibrium in advertising in which both firms participate. This is because under the

first best solution, we would already have that both firms advertise 0 achieving 3 views;

thus, there is no benefit in deviating under imperfect information. The separating equi-

librium we could find is one in which the low quality show does not participate under the

first best solution, while the high quality show advertises 0. When information becomes

imperfect, the high quality show needs to increase their advertising level so that it is not

profitable for the low quality show to enter the market and mimic its advertising level.
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Thus, we would still see that the high quality show separates to an advertising level that

achieves the minimum cost separation with the low quality show not participating. 13

Pooling Equilibria

In this section we analyze the conditions under which we have a pooling equilibrium;

that is, when the equilibrium advertising levels of both show types are equal to some

ap. When consumers see an advertising level ap they form a belief µ(ap) = µ0, and

both show types are worse-off deviating to any other strategy. We are interested in a

pooling equilibrium where both types of shows get views with a positive advertising level

(ap > 0). Lemma 1 finds the lowest equilibrium advertising level at which both show

types could pool. Any advertising level below aµ0
.
= µ0a

∗
gW + (1− µ0)a∗bW would make

viewer expected utilities from the first episode negative, so no consumer would start

watching the show.

Lemma 1. In a pooling equilibrium where both show types advertise and attract viewers,

the equilibrium advertising level ap is always greater or equal to aµ0
.
= µ0a

∗
gW + (1 −

µ0)a∗bW .

Depending on model parameters and out-of-equilibrium beliefs, there exist a contin-

uum of pooling equilibria. In Proposition 2, we refine these equilibria using the intuitive

criterion. We find that the unique advertising level that may survive the intuitive crite-

rion is ap = aµ0 , and that happens as long as µ0 >
2γ

θH−θL .

Proposition 2. In a pooling equilibrium where both show types advertise and attract

viewers, then ap = aµ0 is the unique equilibrium advertising level that survives the intu-

itive criterion, and that happens as long as µ0 >
2γ

θH−θL .

Through this Proposition we find that if a pooling equilibrium that survives the

intuitive criterion exists, then it must have an equilibrium advertising level ap = aµ0 .

It is important to note that ap = aµ0 is between the first best equilibrium advertising

13The results of this paper differ with much of the existing literature that analyzes the effects of advertising
as a signal of quality in absolute values, but in relative values (respect to the first best solution) they are
consistent.
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levels a∗gW and a∗bW . Here the cost of separating for the high quality show is extremely

high, and it’s not worth the benefit of incurring such separation.

To illustrate how different parameter sets may lead to a separating equilibrium, to

a pooling equilibrium or to none (no market entry or null advertising), we plot these

equilibrium regions in a specific example. Figure 1 shows the equilibrium regions in

(µ0, θH/θL) under which we have a pooling or a separating equilibrium that survives the

intuitive criterion when the other parameters are CW = 0.7, θL = 0.26 and γ = 0.15.

The regions in blank represent parameter spaces in which the optimal advertising levels

are not positive, or there is no market entry. As we see in the plot, there is a clear

division between pooling and separation. We may find a pooling equilibrium when µ0

is sufficiently large, and for lower values of µ0 we find a separating equilibrium. This is

because of the threshold we found in Propositions 1 and 2, 2γ
θH−θL .

Figure 1: Regions in (µ0, θH/θL) in which we find a separating or pooling equilibrium in the
advertising level that survives the intuitive criterion when the only release timing possibility
is sequential releases. The parameters are such that CW = 0.7, θL = 0.26 and γ = 0.15.
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4 Multiple Release Timings: a Simple Case

In this section we allow the shows to change its release timing strategy by introducing

the possibility of simultaneous releases (B). We continue to assume that g = 1 and

b = 0, which implies that E[Qg] = θH and E[Qb] = θL. In section 4 we analyze shows

with a single episode, where we show that a separating equilibrium cannot exist. In all

of the following sections, we analyze a setting with three episodes per show (N = 3).

In section 4.1 we analyze a benchmark case of complete information, in which viewers

know the true quality of the show before making the viewing decision. In that section

we particularly focus on the scenario in which both show types pool under simultaneous

releases. The reason behind this decision is that we find this scenario the most interesting

and realistic. A pooling equilibrium on sequential releases as the first best solution would

require a low value for the simultaneous advertising efficiency (δ) and the sequential

viewing cost (CW ), which we know is unrealistic. In section 4.2 we analyze our focal

case of asymmetric information, in which the high quality show signals its quality by

deviating to sequential releases.

Single Episode Model

A separating equilibrium in which high quality shows choose an advertising level ag and

sequential releases, whereas low quality shows choose an advertising level ab and simul-

taneous releases, must satisfy the incentive compatibility constraints. In this scenario,

the equilibrium profits from a high and a low quality show are πg(ag,W ) = 1− ag and

πb(ab, B) = δ − ab respectively. If a low (high) quality show were to mimic the equilib-

rium advertising level and release timing strategy of the high (low) quality show, viewers

would watch the first episode, after which they would find out the true quality show, but

because there is only one episode to watch, this information does not affect the revenue.

Thus, the mimicking profits are: πg(ab, B) = δ − ab and πb(ag,W ) = 1− ag.

The incentive compatibility constraints are πg(ag,W ) = 1− ag ≥ πg(ab, B) = δ − ab

and πb(ab, B) = δ−ab ≥ πb(ag,W ) = 1−ag, which may only be satisfied if ag = ab. Like

in the traditional release timing setting where episodes can only be released sequentially,
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we cannot have a separating equilibrium when there is a unique episode. However, under

a multiple period game, we find separation; this shows that the separation in this model

is driven by the multi-period setting and not by some other means.

4.1 Complete Information With Multiple Episodes

Without information asymmetry, the game becomes simple to solve even with multiple

episodes. For any release timing strategy and advertising level, viewers either watch all

episodes or none, since they know the true quality of a show before they start watching.

We can write firm profits as follows:

πg(a,W ) = 31(θH − CW + γa ≥ 0)− a (19)

πg(a,B) = 3δ1(θH − CB + γa ≥ 0)− a (20)

πb(a,W ) = 31(θL − CW + γa ≥ 0)− a (21)

πb(a,B) = 3δ1(θL − CB + γa ≥ 0)− a. (22)

The optimal advertising level for each show type and release timing strategy comes from

choosing either a = 0 or the advertising level that that makes null the argument of the

corresponding indicator function. Let atX be the optimal advertising level for a type t

show (“good” or “bad”) choosing release timing strategy X. Then

atX =


[(CX −E[Qt]) /γ]+ if πt

(
[(CX −E[Qt]) /γ]+ , X

)
≥ 0

0 otherwise.

(23)

These advertising levels maximize the expected profit for each show type and release

timing strategy, because they are the minimum advertising levels that guarantee views.

We restrict our parameter set such that both show types could attract viewers under

both release timing strategies with a positive advertising level; agB > 0, abB < 3δ,

agW > 0 and abW < 3. Under this parameter set the profit functions simplify to

πt(atW ,W ) = 3 − atW and πt(atB, B) = 3 − atB where atX = (CX −E[Qt]) /γ for

(t,X) ∈
{
{g, b}, {W,B}

}
. Lemma 2 establishes the regions under which we may see
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both firm types choosing sequential releases, simultaneous releases or both. In order

to have pooling on simultaneous releases, the difference in the equilibrium advertising

levels between simultaneous releases and sequential releases, (CW−CB)
γ , must be greater

than the extra revenue obtained from the increased advertising efficacy in sequential

releases, 3(1− δ). Depending on how these two terms compare to each other, we will be

in a different regime; Figure 2 shows the different regimes.

Lemma 2. Under complete information in a parameter set where both show types could

attract viewers under both release timing strategies with a positive advertising level, then:

� If 1
γ (CW − CB) < 3(1− δ) both show types would choose sequential releases (W ).

� If 1
γ (CW−CB) = 3(1−δ) both show types are indifferent between choosing sequential

releases (W ) and simultaneous releases (B), so we may have separation or pooling

in release timing.

� If 1
γ (CW −CB) > 3(1− δ) both show types would choose simultaneous releases (B).

Figure 2: Regions in (δ, (CW − CB)/γ) with complete information under which we find
pooling to sequential linear or simultaneous releases, as well as where we may find both or
separating release timing strategies (the black line).
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As the value of δ increases (compared to (CW−CB)/γ)), there is less cost to choosing

simultaneous releases, and we see that shows switch from pooling on sequential releases

to simultaneous releases. We now analyze pooling on simultaneous releases as our first

best solution, and we find the parameter set under which both release timing strategies

are profitable for both show types with positive advertising levels.

Pooling on Simultaneous Releases

We analyze the equilibria in which low quality shows choose simultaneous releases and

advertising level a∗b
.
= abB > 0, while high quality shows choose the same release tim-

ing strategy but advertising level a∗g
.
= agB > 0. We do so by setting the incentive

compatibility constraints to have a pooling equilibrium around Simultaneous releases:

πg(agW ,W ) < πg(a∗g, B) and (24)

πb(abW ,W ) < πb(a∗b , B), (25)

where agW and abW are defined according to Equation (23).

Furthermore, in order to have positive advertising levels in equilibrium, we must

have that both firms make non-negative revenue: πg(a∗g, B) ≥ 0 and πb(a∗b , B) ≥ 0.

From Lemma 2 we can rewrite the incentive compatibility constraints as 1
γ (CW − CB) ≥

3(1− δ).

As described previously, we are interested in the case where both show types would

be able to attract viewers and make profit under any release timing strategy, then atX =

(CX −E[Qt]) /γ for (t,X) ∈
{
{g, b}, {W,B}

}
with a∗g > 0, a∗b < 3δ, agW > 0 and abW <

3. We require that both firms could make profit under both release timing strategies

with a positive advertising level, so that deviations from release timing strategies are

still profitable and advertising is needed. We can finally write the parameter set that

yields our first best solution as:

1

γ
(CW − CB) ≥ 3(1− δ)

agW > 0 and abW < 3
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with a∗g = CB−θH
γ > 0 and a∗b = CB−θL

γ ∈ (0, 3δ] as equilibrium advertising levels

with simultaneous releases for the high quality and low quality shows respectively. The

equilibrium profit functions under this equilibrium are

πg(a∗g, B) = 3δ − 1

γ
(CB − θH) and

πb(a∗b , B) = 3δ − 1

γ
(CB − θL)

according to Equations 20 and 22. Now that we have identified the parameter set

that yields our first best solution, we may analyze what happens under incomplete

information in the same parameter set, and particularly whether we may have deviations

from these first best strategies.

4.2 Incomplete Information With Multiple Episodes

When we have information asymmetry, high quality shows may want to change their

first best strategies in order to inform viewers about their high quality, incurring a cost

that low quality shows may not afford. Sticking with the first best solution might not be

a good strategy for high quality shows, because the low quality shows might be better off

mimicking their behavior. The next subsection analyzes the separating equilibrium in

which high quality shows separate to sequential releases, while low quality shows remain

with their first best strategy. As discussed earlier, we focus on the parameter set that

yields a pooling equilibrium on simultaneous releases as our first best solution.

Separating Equilibrium on Release Timing

Our focus is on separating equilibria, in such an equilibria the show’s type is revealed

by the chosen strategies. As soon as the firm chooses an equilibrium strategy, viewers

will have absolute beliefs about the show’s type. We look into equilibria where high

quality shows choose a sequential release timing (W ) with advertising level ag, while

low quality shows choose the all-at-once release timing (B) with equilibrium advertising

level ab. We say that the high quality show is separating from the first best solution

(under which its equilibrium strategy is {a∗g, B}), incurring a cost by choosing a strategy
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which would be not-optimal under perfect information. In Lemma 3 we show that in

equilibrium the low quality show would not have any incentives to deviate from its first

best solution with advertising level a∗b > 0, so we have that ab = a∗b = 1
γ (CB − θL).

Lemma 3. If the first best solution for a low quality show is (a∗b , B), under incomplete

information any equilibrium strategy in a separating equilibrium will be such that the low

quality show still chooses its first best solution (a∗b , B).

In equilibrium both firm types advertise, attract viewers and make non-negative

profit; thus, we have that πg(ag,W ) = 3−ag ≥ 0 and πb(ab, B) = 3δ−ab ≥ 0. Lemma 4

shows that in order to have a separating equilibrium which attracts viewers, ag must be

greater or equal to aW
.
= 1

γ (CW − θH). If ag was less than aW , then we would have that

the viewers’ expected utility from the first episode of a high quality show is negative,

which generates no views and leads to a negative profit function. However, the strategy

of choosing the equilibrium advertising level would be dominated by not advertising at

all, which breaks the equilibrium conditions.

Lemma 4. If there exists a separating equilibrium where high quality shows choose

(ag,W ) with ag > 0 while low quality shows choose their first best solution, then ag ≥

aW
.
= 1

γ (CW − θH).

Through Lemmas 3 and 4 we find that a separating equilibrium in release timing

strategies which attracts viewers must satisfy ab = a∗b and ag ≥ aW . Now we look into

the profit functions of each type mimicking the other to set up the incentive compatibility

constraints.

If a high quality show were to mimic the behavior of a low quality show, their profit

would be the same as a low quality show would obtain in equilibrium

πg(ab, B) = 3δ − a∗b (26)

since a low quality show would already obtain 3 views. Whereas if a low quality show

were to mimic the behavior of a high quality show, viewers would watch the first episode,

after which they would realize that the show is bad and then there are two possibilities:
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(A) The low quality is good enough, so that viewers would still watch the remaining

episodes even after finding out that the show is of low quality. This happens when

θL − CW + γag ≥ 0.

(B) The low quality is not good enough, and viewers stop watching the show after

watching episode 1 and finding out that the show is of low quality. This happens

when θL − CW + γag < 0.

We can write the off-equilibrium profit of a low quality show mimicking the behavior of

a high quality show as follows:

πb(ag,W ) = 1− ag + 21(ag ≥ abW ), (27)

where abW = 1
γ (CW − θL) is defined in Equation (23). When ag ≥ abW we are in case

(A) and Equation 27 becomes πb(ag,W ) = 3 − ag, whereas when ag < abW we are in

case (B) and Equation 27 becomes πb(ag,W ) = 1− ag.

We may now write the incentive compatibility constraints, which removes incentives

for each show type to mimic the equilibrium behavior of the other show’s type:

πg(ag,W ) = 3− ag ≥ 3δ − ab = πg(ab,W ) and (28)

πb(ab, B) = 3δ − ab ≥ 1− ag + 21(ag ≥ abW ) = πb(ag,W )). (29)

We rewrite the incentive compatibility constraints with the following inequalities: 3 −

ag ≥ 3δ − ab ≥ 1− ag + 21(ag ≥ abW ) and condition on whether ag ≥ abW in case A or

ag < abW in case B.

Case A: ag ≥ abW , then the incentive compatibility constraints become an equality con-

straint in which both show types obtain the same profit

3− ag = 3δ − ab.

Then the conditions for a separating equilibrium can be written as

3 ≥ ag = ab + 3(1− δ) ≥ abW and ag, ab > 0, (30)
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where ab = 1
γ (CB − θL) according to Lemma 3. The first inequality ensures the

equilibrium revenue from high quality shows is non-negative (3−ag ≥ 0). The sec-

ond inequality meets the incentive compatibility constraints at equality, which also

implies non-negative revenue for the equilibrium strategies of the low quality show.

The second inequality ensures we meet the conditions from Lemma 4 (ag ≥ aW ),

because abW > aW , and at the same time we are in the set corresponding to case

A (ag ≥ abW ). In this parameter set, both show types obtain the same equilibrium

profit; this is because the low quality show obtains no penalty in mimicking the

high quality one. We now show that this equilibrium cannot survive the intuitive

criterion.

Take the first best solution {(a∗g, B), (a∗b , B)} and a separating equilibrium {(ag,W ),

(a∗b , B)} where ag ≥ abW . Then, according to this equilibrium ag = 3(1− δ) + a∗b .

Suppose there is a deviation to (a∗b − ε, B) with an ε > 0. There exists ε > 0

such that for no out-of-equilibrium belief, the low quality show would be better-off

deviating strategy, because it would only obtain one view. On the other hand,

for some out-of-equilibrium beliefs, the high quality show could be better-off when

ε is sufficiently small and a∗b − ε > a∗g, then 3δ − a∗b + ε = 3 − ag + ε > 3 − ag.

Thus, consumers should not believe that such a deviation could come from the low

quality show, but from the high quality show. Given this, the high quality show is

better-off deviating, so this equilibrium does not survive the intuitive criterion.

Case B: ag < abW , then the incentive compatibility constraints become

3− ag ≥ 3δ − ab ≥ 1− ag

This case leads to a continuum of advertising levels for which the high quality

show could signal its quality. From the incentive compatibility constraints we get

3(1−δ)+ab ≥ ag ≥ 1−3δ+ab. Including constraints for positive advertising levels

and non-negative profit functions, the set that leads to this separating equilibrium
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is:

3(1− δ) + ab ≥ ag ≥ max{1− 3δ + ab, aW }, abW > ag and 3δ ≥ ab. (31)

The upper bound on ag ensures that the incentive compatibility constraint for a

“good” show holds, whereas abW > ag ensures that we are in case B. The lower

bound on ag satisfies the incentive compatibility conditions for a “bad” show and

also ensures that Lemma 4 (ag ≥ aW ) is satisfied. Finally, the upper bound on

3δ ≥ ab ensures that the equilibrium revenue from “bad” shows is non-negative,

which, in conjunction with the other constraints, ensure non-negative revenue for

the equilibrium strategy of a “good” show. Throughout this section we focus on

this equilibrium.

From now on we focus on CaseB in which ag < abW . A continuum of perfect Bayesian

equilibria depending on customer’s out-of-equilibrium beliefs can be obtained from case

B (Inequalities (31)). We show here that any separating equilibrium with sequential

releases for the high quality show and advertising level ag ∈
(

max{1− 3δ + ab, aW },

min{3(1− δ) + a∗b , abW },
]

can be eliminated by the intuitive criterion [Cho and Kreps,

1987]. Suppose that the high quality show deviates from (ag,W ) to some strategy

(a,W ) with a ∈
[

max{1− 3δ + ab, aW }, ag
)
. This new advertising level a with re-

lease timing strategy W is equilibrium-dominated for the low quality show, regardless

of what customers believe about the show’s type. This is because this new advertis-

ing level a satisfies the incentive compatibility constraints. Therefore, customers should

not believe that the show which voluntarily made such a deviation can be the low

quality type with a positive probability. Consequently, the high quality show indeed

prefers deviating to such an advertising level, as long as customers believe that such

deviation cannot come from the low quality show. That is, the equilibria involving

advertising level ag ∈
(

max{1− 3δ + ab, aW },min{3(1− δ) + a∗b , abW },
]

fails the intu-

itive criterion, leaving ag = max{1− 3δ + ab, aW } as the only possible advertising level

that may survive this refinement. In Lemma 5 we show that under which conditions

ag = max{1− 3δ + ab, aW } survives the intuitive criterion to deviations to sequential
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releases. This Lemma tries to do the same as Proposition 1 does for the traditional

release timing setting, but now for deviations that can switch release timing strategies

(i.e., from simultaneous releases to sequential releases).

Lemma 5. A separating equilibrium in which high quality shows advertise ag > 0 and

choose sequential releases whereas low quality shows stick with their first best solution

(a∗b > 0, B) survives the intuitive criterion for deviations to sequential releases, as long

as ag = max{aW , 1 + ab − 3δ} and either; µ0 < γ 3δ−1
θH−θL and aW < 1 + ab − 3δ, or

aW ≥ 1 + ab − 3δ.

Clearly, among all separating equilibria ag = max{1− 3δ + ab, aW } gives the greatest

profit for the high quality show. We still need to check whether this equilibrium survives

the intuitive criterion for any deviation to simultaneous releases (a,B); in Lemma 6 we

find the conditions under which it does.

Lemma 6. Let āg
.
= 3δ − πg(ag,W ) = ag − 3(1 − δ). If both release timing strate-

gies are profitable for either show type, and we have a first best solution where both

show types choose simultaneous releases with a positive advertising level, the separating

equilibrium in which high quality shows choose strategy (ag,W ) while low quality shows

choose strategy (a∗b , B), with ag = max{1− 3δ + a∗b , aW }, survives the intuitive criterion

for deviations to simultaneous releases as long as

µ0 < γ
a∗b − āg

(θH − θL)
and δ − āg ≥ 3δ − a∗b . (32)

The intuition behind Lemma 6 is that we need the high quality shows to separate from

their first best solution described in the previous section. In order for such an equilibrium

to survive the intuitive criterion, we need the existence of out-of-equilibrium beliefs that

make the low quality show better-off for any strategy (a,B) under which the high quality

show could be better-off. If there exists a strategy (a,B) that is equilibrium-dominated

for the low quality show, but there exists off-equilibrium beliefs such that the high quality

show is better off, then our equilibrium would not survive the intuitive criterion. This

Lemma ensures that such strategies do not exist for simultaneous releases. Furthermore,

it ensures that the belief viewers give to the strategies (a,B) in which both show types
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could be better off, µ0, is sufficiently low so that viewers don’t start watching the show

in case either show deviates. Lemma 5 performs the same task but for deviations to

linear sequential releases. In Proposition 3, we state the parameter set under which

we have a separating equilibrium on release timing strategies that survives the intuitive

criterion. It comes from merging the last two Lemmas.

Proposition 3. When both release timing strategies are profitable for either show type,

and we have a first best solution where both show types choose simultaneous releases

with a positive advertising level, then there exists a separating equilibrium on release

timing strategies {(ag,W ), (ab, B)} that survives the intuitive criterion as long as ag =

max{aW , 1 + ab − 3δ} < abW , ab = a∗b , ag ≤ 3 + ab − 3δ, µ0 < γ
a∗b−āg

(θH−θL) , a∗b − āg ≥ 2δ

and

µ0 < γ
3δ − 1

(θH − θL)
if aW < 1 + ab − 3δ.

In order to provide intuition from the separating equilibrium and the impact of hav-

ing a release timing decision, we provide the following example. Consider the case where

θH = 1.85, θL = 0.6, γ = 0.55, CB = 1.9, CW = 2.15, δ = 0.9, µ0 = 0.1, g = 1 and

b = 0. First, we study what happens when the only release timing strategy possible is

sequential releases (W). In this situation, the first best solution for a high and low qual-

ity show is a∗Wg = 0.5455 and a∗Wb = 2.8182 respectively. When information becomes

incomplete, the high quality show separates to aWg = 0.8182 in order to satisfy the in-

centive compatibility constraints and signal its quality. The equilibrium profit for a high

and a low quality show under incomplete information is 2.1818 and 0.1818 respectively.

Now we analyze what happens when shows may also be released simultaneously. The

parameter set is such that for the first best solution we have pooling on simultaneous

releases, the high quality show chooses (a∗g = 0.0909, B) whereas the low quality show

chooses (a∗b = 2.3636, B). When information is incomplete, the high quality show sep-

arates to (ag = 0.6636,W ), changing its release timing strategy to W. The equilibrium

profit for the high quality show becomes 2.3364, whereas the low quality one obtains

0.3364. Under traditional sequential releases, the high quality show may separate by in-

curring a cost. When simultaneous releases are allowed, both firms types are better off.

The low quality enjoys a release timing strategy for which they become more profitable;
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this relaxes the incentive compatibility constraint, and now the high quality show may

reduce their advertising level and still signal its quality (aWg = 0.8182 vs ag = 0.6636).

The separating equilibrium comes from having the least cost separation under the linear

sequential release timing. If the high quality show were to separate using simultaneous

releases, their overall profit would be less. It is interesting to notice that a television

media company with a high quality show has incentives to provide this highly profitable

release timing strategy for lower quality shows, because this would reduce the advertis-

ing level threshold at which lower quality shows would be interested in mimicking them.

We plot the different advertising parameters obtained from this model in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Advertising values according to the described example: θH = 1.85, θL = 0.6,
γ = 0.55, CB = 1.9, CW = 2.15, δ = 0.9, µ0 = 0.1, g = 1 and b = 0. a∗Wg = 0.5455,
a∗Wb = 2.8182, aWg = 0.8182, a∗g = 0.0909, a∗b = 2.3636, ag = 0.6636 and āg = 0.3636.

a∗g is the first best advertising level for a high quality show. āg is the maximum

advertising level under simultaneous releases at which the high quality show could be

better off by deviating from their separating equilibrium strategy (ag,W ). a∗b is the first

best and the separating equilibrium strategy for the low quality show, (a∗b ,W ). ag is the

equilibrium advertising level for the high quality show. a∗Wg and a∗Wb are the first best

solution for the high and low quality shows, respectively, in the traditional sequential

releases setting. aWg is the advertising level at which the high quality show separates to

when information is imperfect in the traditional sequential releases setting.

Note, if the high quality show were to deviate from (ag,W ), any advertising level

a other than a ∈ [a∗g, āg] under simultaneous releases is dominated by its equilibrium

strategy. If consumer beliefs were high enough, the high quality show would be better-off

deviating to an a ∈ [a∗g, āg) in simultaneous releases, but given that δ − a ≥ δ − āg =

0.5364 > 3δ − a∗b = 0.3364, the low quality show would also be better off. Thus,
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consumer beliefs for any advertising level in that region would be set to µ0, and since

µ0 = 0.1 < γ
a∗b−āg

(θH−θL) = 0.8800, viewers would not start watching the show.

To observe what happens when we perturb the parameters of the previous example,

we show in Figure 4 the regions in (δ, CW−CBγ ) under which we obtain separation on

release timing strategies from the initial first best solution that pools on simultaneous

releases. As one can see there exists a region under which we have separation to W (red),

while on another portion separation may not exist (blank space), or it occurs through

advertising on simultaneous releases (black).

Figure 4: Regions in (δ, CW−CB
γ

) under which the high quality show separates to sequential
releases or not, from a first best solution where both shows pool on simultaneous releases.

So far we have analyzed the simple case in which g = 1 and b = 0. In the next

section we analyze the general case where we relax this assumption.

5 Multiple Release Timings: General Model

The next step is to analyze the general model, which incorporates the randomness in the

perceived quality of each episode. Randomness gives more space for low quality shows to

mimic the behavior of high quality shows, since viewers may now be uncertain about the
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show’s true quality even after watching all episodes within the show. This would happen

if the quality draw for a viewer for all three episodes was θM . We start with the same

first best solution as in the previous section, where both shows pool on simultaneous

releases. Then we analyze the existence of a separating equilibrium in which it is always

better for high quality shows to choose sequential releases, and for low quality shows to

choose simultaneous releases.

We look for separating equilibria in which high quality shows choose strategy (ag,W )

whereas low quality shows choose (ab, B), but for the situation in which, under complete

information, both show types pool on simultaneous releases, as described in section 4.1.

If a separating equilibrium of this type exists, the expected payoff of a low quality

show mimicking the behavior of a high quality one can be obtained using Lemma 7. The

intuition behind this lemma is that if consumers see a signal (ag,W ), their initial belief

about the show being of high quality remains set to 1. However, if a viewer watches the

first episode, she will obtain a random quality realized from Qb, taking values θL or θM .

If the realization is θM , then the belief about the show being good will remain absolute,

due to the Bayesian update. However, if the realization is θL, then the belief about the

show being of high quality would turn to zero, because θL is not a possible outcome for

the quality of an episode of a high quality show. It could be the case that after realizing

that the show mimicking the behavior of the high quality one is of low quality, the

consumer keeps on watching. The different branches of πb(a,W ) in Lemma 7 consider

these two possibilities. i) If ag ≥ CW−E[Qb]
γ viewers would continue watching the show

regardless of when they determine that the show is of low quality; ii) If CW−E[Qb]
γ > ag

viewers would stop watching as soon as they determine that the show is of low quality.

Lemma 7. In a separating equilibrium in which high quality shows choose advertising

level ag ≥ aW and sequential releases, whereas low quality shows choose simultaneous

releases and advertising level ab, the expected profit of a low quality show mimicking the

behavior of a high quality one is:

πb(ag,W ) =


3− ag if ag ≥ CW−E[Qb]

γ

(1 + b+ b2)− ag if CW−E[Qb]
γ > ag

(33)
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We may now write the incentive compatibility constraints which remove incentives for

each show type to mimic the equilibrium behavior of the other show type. We consider

two separate cases that come from the two branches of Equation (33). For simplicity,

we use the following notation abW
.
= 1

γ (CW −E[Qb]).

Case A: ag ≥ abW

Good: πg(ag,W ) = 3− ag ≥ 3δ − ab = πg(ab, B) and

Bad: πb(ab, B) = 3δ − ab ≥ 3− ag = πb(ag,W ).

In case A the incentive compatibility constraints imply that the equilibrium profit

for both show types is the same, 3−ag = 3δ−ab, then ag = 3(1− δ) +ab ≥ abW >

agW . We now show that these equilibria does not survive the intuitive criterion.

From Lemma 3 we have that ab = a∗b in order for these equilibria to survive

the intuitive criterion. Then take the first best solution {(a∗g, B), (a∗b , B)} and a

separating equilibrium {(ag,W ), (a∗b , B)} where ag = 3(1−δ)+a∗b ≥ abW . Suppose

there is a deviation to (a∗b − ε, B) with an ε > 0. There exists ε > 0 such that for

no out-of-equilibrium belief the low quality show would be better-off deviating to

such a strategy. In the best case scenario, the expected profit of such deviation for

the low quality show would be (1 + b+ b2)δ−a∗b + ε, which is less than 3δ−a∗b for a

sufficiently small ε. On the other hand, a high quality show could be better-off by

performing such deviation. With a sufficiently small ε, we have that a∗b − ε ≥ a∗g,

hence the expected profit would be 3δ−a∗b+ε, which is greater by ε compared to its

equilibrium strategy. Consumers should not believe that the deviation to (a∗b−ε, B)

comes from a low quality show, because it is an equilibrium dominated strategy

for that show type. Depending on out-of-equilibrium beliefs, the high quality show

is better off with such deviation. Therefore, consumers will assess that the high

quality show is the one performing the deviation, and then this equilibrium does

not survive the intuitive criterion.
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Case B: abW > ag

Good: πg(ag,W ) = 3− ag ≥ 3δ − ab = πg(ab, B) and

Bad: πb(ab, B) = 3δ − ab ≥ 1 + b+ b2 − ag = πb(ag,W ).

The incentive compatibility constraint translates to 1 + b + b2 − 3δ + ab ≤ ag ≤

3(1 − δ) + ab. We finally can set the conditions to have a separating equilibrium

as:

3(1− δ) + ab ≥ ag ≥ max{1 + b+ b2 − 3δ + ab, aW }, abW > ag and 3δ ≥ ab,

where aW = 1
γ (CW − θH). The upper bound on ag ensures the incentive compati-

bility constraint for a “good” show holds, whereas abW > ag ensures that we are in

case B. The lower bound on ag satisfies the incentive compatibility conditions for a

low quality show and also ensures that Lemma 4 (ag ≥ aW ) is satisfied. Finally, the

upper bound on 3δ ≥ ab ensures that the equilibrium revenue from “bad” shows is

non-negative, which in conjunction with the other constraints ensure non-negative

revenue for the equilibrium strategy of a “good” show. Throughout this section

we focus on this equilibrium.

We now focus exclusively on case B, and we refine it using the intuitive criterion.

As in the previous section, we have that the unique equilibrium that may survive

the intuitive criterion is ag = max{1 + b+ b2 − 3δ + ab, aW }. If ag was greater than

max{1 + b+ b2 − 3δ + ab, aW }, that would leave the region [max{1 + b+ b2 − 3δ + ab, aW }, ag)

equilibrium dominated for the low quality show, whereas it would dominate the equilib-

rium strategy for the high quality show. Then it would never be able to survive the intu-

itive criterion. Therefore, we need to find under which conditions ag = max{1 + b+ b2 − 3δ + ab, aW }

survives the intuitive criterion; in Proposition 4 we find such conditions.

Proposition 4. When both release timing strategies are profitable for either show type,

and we have a first best solution where both show types choose simultaneous releases

with a positive advertising level, then there exists a separating equilibrium on release

timing strategies {(ag,W ), (ab, B)} that survives the intuitive criterion as long as ag =
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max{aW , 1 + b+ b2 + ab − 3δ} < abW , ab = a∗b , ag ≤ 3 + ab − 3δ, µ0 < γ
a∗b−āg

(E[Qg ]−EQb) ,

a∗b − āg ≥ 2δ − b− b2, and µ0 < γ 3δ−1
(E[Qg ]−EQb) if aW < 1 + ab − 3δ.

Proposition 4 describes the parameter set under which we see separation in release

timing strategies, surviving the intuitive criterion from the first best pooling equilibrium

on simultaneous releases. In this equilibrium a high quality show signals its quality

through sequential releases and a specific advertising level ag, while a low quality show

sticks with its first best strategy. An interesting aspect of this model is that there exist

sample paths in which a low quality show is better off by mimicking the behavior of a

high quality show, but in expectation it is better staying with its equilibrium strategy.

The randomness in the episode experienced quality by viewers, creates different sample

paths of quality draws per episode, in which it might make a viewer take too long to

determine the show’s true quality (θM , θM , θL), or not at all (θM , θM , θM ). As such, this

gives an incentive for a low quality show to behave like a high quality one, given that

there exists the possibility that the low quality show can hide its quality from viewers.

Consequently, under this setting, for separation to occur, we must have a greater adver-

tising efficiency threshold, δ, than in the classical signaling game without randomness

described in Section 4. Another way of seeing this is by checking the separation cost

that the high quality show must incur in order to signal its high quality. In Section 4

we found that ag = max{aW , 1 + ab − 3δ} < abW , whereas in this section we have that

ag = max{aW , 1 + b+ b2 + ab − 3δ} < abW . Therefore, the difference in separation costs

could be as high as b + b2. Consequently, with randomness, high quality shows must

incur a higher seperation cost in order to make the actions of the low quality showing

(mimicing the high quality show) less profitable than the low quality show’s first best

solution

6 Extension: Urge to close

We now analyze qualitatively the effects of adding a new term in the viewer’s utility

function, which increases as the episode consumed gets closer to the season finale. This

term captures a viewer’s urge to finish a season, and it enters the model as an addition
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to the base quality. Under complete information, we expect the advertising levels to be

reduced compared to the original model. This is because the urge to close provides an

extra base utility, which may be seen as an increase in quality. When we have imperfect

information, lower quality shows have greater incentives to mimic the behavior of higher

quality shows. This is because when a low quality show mimics a high quality one,

viewers may stop watching the show if they realize its true quality early on, whereas

they might keep on watching it if they realize its true quality later. This consumer

behavior was not captured by the previous model, and it increases the expected profit

low quality shows get from mimicking the behavior of the high quality shows. Given

this, if separation were to exist, the separation costs for the higher quality content will

be larger, similar to the case where randomness in show quality is introduced.

7 Conclusion

We have shown that under certain scenarios, high quality shows may use a sequential

release timing in conjunction with a suitable advertising level to credibly inform con-

sumers about their show quality. Furthermore, we analyze a situation in which, under

complete information, both shows pool on simultaneous releases, whereas when informa-

tion is private, the high quality show uses the linear sequential releases channel in order

to achieve minimum cost separation. The release timing strategy affects consumers in

their viewing cost, whereas the advertising level persuades viewers to watch the show.

We find that there exists a separating equilibrium surviving the intuitive criterion under

which release timing strategies signal quality. Furthermore, we find that the introduc-

tion of the simultaneous release timing reduces the advertising level high quality shows

need to incur in order to signal their quality. Even though the high quality show does

not use the simultaneous release timing, by providing a more profitable release timing

strategy for low quality shows, they are better-off. This is because the incentive compat-

ibility constraints are relaxed, and high quality shows may now reduce their equilibrium

advertising level under sequential releases. Moreover, in our model the traditional tele-

vision based media companies, such as NBCUniversal, Fox, and ViacomCBS, are tasked
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with selecting which release timing strategy to use for new content, and thereby deter-

mine what show quality types are most likely to be binged. An interesting result of our

analysis is that in equilibrium binge watching occurs with lower quality shows, not high

quality. Fascinatingly, this result has direct parallels to work where consumers are found

to binge low quality foods and/or beverages [Boggiano et al., 2014].

Our results also have important managerial implication; because release timing may

signal quality, it is beneficial for a firm to find a way in which to open new channels that

are profitable for its lower quality content. By doing this, the firm reduces the necessity

of costly signaling through other mechanisms (i.e., advertising) for their higher quality

content, and enjoys greater profits on all quality levels.

Finally, as we noted in the Introduction, research on binge consumption is in the

nascent stage. A natural and important issue to study are the strategies associated

with traditional television based media that now have online streaming channels, in

the context of binge consumption. Static signaling models are challenging, with multi-

period models even more complex. Thankfully, even with the added complexity, we

have been able to achieve tractability and meaningful insights. Adding competition will

enormously complicate our analysis and will remain an important but challenging future

research topic.
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Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 1. First we prove that abW = a∗bW is the only advertising level for

the low quality show that may survive the intuitive criterion. Let {agW , abW } be a

separating equilibrium satisfying the incentive compatibility constraints (15) and (16)

with abW 6= a∗bW . If abW < a∗bW then the equilibrium revenue for the low quality show

would be πb(abW ) = −abW . Because a∗bW ≤ 3, and with such an advertising level

it would obtain three views, the low quality show is better-off choosing strategy a∗bW ,

achieving a profit of 3 − a∗bW ≥ 0. If abW > a∗bW , we have that πb(abW ) = 3 − abW <

πb(a∗bW ) = 3 − a∗bW , so the low quality show is again better off deviating to a∗bW . This

is a contradiction; any separating equilibrium must be of the form {agW , a∗bW } in order

to be able to survive the intuitive criterion.

Now we show that agW = max{a∗gW , a∗bW − 2} is the only advertising level for the high

quality show that may survive the intuitive criterion. Let {agW , a∗bW } be a separating

equilibrium satisfying the incentive compatibility constraints (15) and (16), which we

can rewrite using constraint (17) as max{a∗gW , abW − 2} ≤ agW < a∗bW . Suppose agW ∈(
max{a∗gW , abW − 2}, a∗bW

)
, then the equilibrium profit for the high quality show is

πg(agW ,W ) = 3 − agW . There always exists ε > 0 such that agW − ε satisfies the

incentive compatibility constraints, agW − ε ∈
(

max{a∗gW , abW − 2}, a∗bW
)

and achieves

a greater profit for the high quality show. Since the low quality show would be worse off

deviating to such an advertising level, by observing a deviation to agW − ε, consumers’

beliefs about show quality will be high. Thus, any equilibrium advertising level agW ∈(
max{a∗gW , abW − 2}, a∗bW

)
cannot survive the intuitive criterion.

Now we show that the separating equilibrium {max{a∗gW , a∗bW − 2}, a∗bW } indeed

survives the intuitive criterion. A high quality show would never deviate to a >

max{a∗gW , a∗bW − 2} because, under its equilibrium strategy, it already obtain the max-

imum number of views, and at a lower advertising level than any advertising level in

such set.

We now consider two cases: If a∗gW < a∗bW − 2 then agW = a∗bW − 2. Any advertising

level below a∗gW is dominated for both show types, thus no show would deviate to

such advertising levels. Any advertising level a ∈ [a∗gW , a
∗
bW − 2) dominates both show
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types (i.e., there exist beliefs such that both shows would be better-off by deviating

to such advertising levels). Thus µ(a) = µ0 for all a ∈ [a∗gW , a
∗
bW − 2), so in order to

have no interest in deviations µ0 must be low enough. We need that any deviation to

agW − ε with any small ε > 0 must satisfy u{1,agW−ε} < 0, which can be rewritten as

µ0θH + (1− µ0)θL − CW + γagW < 0 ⇐⇒ µ0 <
(CW−θL−γa∗bW+2γ)

θH−θL = 2γ
θH−θL . Thus, in

this way this equilibrium survives the intuitive criterion.

If a∗gW ≥ a∗bW − 2 then agW = a∗gW . All deviations for the high quality show are

dominated by the equilibrium strategy, thus µ(a) = 0 for any a 6= agW . The low

quality show would always be better off choosing its first best solution a∗bW ; therefore

this equilibrium survives the intuitive criterion.

Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose there exists a pooling equilibrium on ap such that 0 < ap <

aµ0 . Then u{1,ap} = µ0θH + (1−µ0)θL−CW + γap < µ0θH + (1−µ0)θL−CW + γaµ0 =

µ0θH+(1−µ0)θL−CW+γ
[
µ0a

∗
gW + (1− µ0)a∗bW

]
= 0. Nobody would start watching the

show, thus, both show types are always better-off by choosing no advertising level at all.

Therefore, if both shows advertise and attract viewers we must have that ap ≥ aµ0 .

Proof of Proposition 2. From Lemma 1 we have that ap ≥ aµ0 . Suppose we have a

pooling equilibrium on ap > aµ0 that survives the intuitive criterion. For both show

types, there exist out-of-equilibrium beliefs under which they are better of by deviating

to aµ0 , thus, consumer belief about an advertising level of aµ0 would be µ0. Then

both show types would be better-off by deviating to aµ0 , so any pooling equilibrium on

ap > aµ0 does not survive the intuitive criterion. This shows that aµ0 is the unique

equilibrium advertising level that could survive the intuitive criterion.

To show that ap = aµ0 can survive the intuitive criterion, we first show that for any

deviation under which the high quality show could be better-off, the low quality show is

also be better-off. Depending on out-of-equilibrium beliefs, the high quality show is only

better-off deviating to any advertising level in [a∗gW , aµ0) (any advertising level below

a∗gW , regardless of out-of-equilibrium beliefs, would achieve zero views). Depending on

out-of-equilibrium beliefs, low quality shows are also better off with such deviations.

Thus, consumer belief for any deviation to [a∗gW , aµ0) would be set to µ0 generating no

views. Second, we must find the conditions under which the low-quality show is better
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off staying at its equilibrium aµ0 and obtaining 1 view, over deviating to its first best

solution a∗bW and achieving 3 views. This happens as long as 1− aµ0 > 3− a∗bW , which

may be reduced to a∗gW > 2
µ0

+ a∗gW and finally to µ0 >
2γ

θH−θL . Now both show types

don’t have any incentives to deviate from aµ0 , generating a pooling equilibrium.

Proof of Lemma 2. The parameter sets are such that πt(atW ,W ) = 3−atW and πt(atB, B) =

3− atB where atX = (CX −E[Qt]) /γ for (t,X) ∈
{
{g, b}, {W,B}

}
.

� If 1
γ (CW −CB) < 3(1− δ) then agW − agB = abW − abB = 1

γ (CW −CB) < 3(1− δ).

So 3− agW = πg(agW ,W ) > 3δ − agB = πg(agB, B) and 3− abW = πb(abW ,W ) >

3δ − abB = πb(abB, B). Both shows prefer linear releases to non-linear releases.

� If 1
γ (CW −CB) = 3(1− δ) then agW − agB = abW − abB = 1

γ (CW −CB) = 3(1− δ).

So 3− agW = πg(agW ,W ) = 3δ − agB = πg(agB, B) and 3− abW = πb(abW ,W ) =

3δ − abB = πb(abB, B). Both shows are indifferent between linear releases and

non-linear releases.

� If 1
γ (CW −CB) > 3(1− δ) then agW − agB = abW − abB = 1

γ (CW −CB) > 3(1− δ).

So 3− agW = πg(agW ,W ) < 3δ − agB = πg(agB, B) and 3− abW = πb(abW ,W ) <

3δ − abB = πb(abB, B). Both shows prefer non-linear releases to linear releases.

Proof of Lemma 3. Under B release timing, any advertising level below a∗b would attract

no viewers, whereas any advertising level above a∗b will generate lower profits. The best

they could do by having W as their release timing strategy is to choose an advertising

level agW , but we already know from the first best solution argument that this strategy

is dominated by (a∗b , B).

Proof of Lemma 4. We prove it by contradiction. Suppose there exist a separating equi-

librium in which high quality shows choose (ag,W ) with a positive advertising level

ag < aW and low quality shows choose their first best solution. Then we have that the

expected utility for a high quality show choosing (ag,W ) is u{1,ag ,W} < u{1,aW ,W} ≤ 0.

Thus, the equilibrium profit of the high quality show is −ag, so they are better-off devi-

ating to a lower advertising level. Therefore, ag < aW does not satisfy the equilibrium

conditions.
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Proof of Lemma 5. Suppose ag > max{1− 3δ + ab, aW }. Then any deviation to some

strategy (a,W ) with a ∈
(

max{1− 3δ + ab, aW }, ag
)

would be equilibrium-dominated

for the “bad” show, regardless of what customers believe about the show’s type. This

is because this new advertising level a satisfies the incentive compatibility constraints.

Therefore, customers should not believe that the show, which voluntarily made such a

deviation, can be the low quality type with a positive probability. Consequently, the high

quality show indeed prefers deviating to such an advertising level, as long as customers

believe that such deviation cannot come from the low quality show. That is, the equilib-

rium involving advertising level a > max{1− 3δ + ab, aW } fails the intuitive criterion.

So, the only value for ag that might survive the intuitive criterion to deviations to W is

max{1− 3δ + ab, aW }. Let us show under which conditions ag = max{1− 3δ + ab, aW }

survives the intuitive criterion to deviations around linear releases (W ).

If 1− 3δ+ ab > aW then ag = 1− 3δ+ ab, any deviation to (a,W ) with a ∈ [aW , ag)

dominates both show types, thus the belief consumers would give to the show being

good would be µ{1,a,W} = µ0. Then, in order for this equilibrium to survive the intuitive

criterion, viewers need to refrain from watching. We impose u{1,a,W} < 0 for all a ∈

[aW , ag) ⇐⇒ µ0 <
(CW−θL−α3−γag)

θH−θL = γ(3δ−1)
θH−θL . If 1− 3δ+ ab ≤ aW then ag = aW , then

any deviation to any other (a,W ) strategy would be equilibrium dominated for both

show types. Any advertising level below aW obtains no views, whereas the high quality

show has no incentives in increasing their advertising level. Thus, any advertising level

above aW has null belief, so that the low quality show has no incentives in deviating

from their first best solution.

Proof of Lemma 6. First note that āg = 3δ − πg(ag,W ) is the advertising level under

non-linear releases that would achieve the same revenue as the equilibrium strategy for

a high quality show. Since the first best solution from the high quality show is (a∗g, B)

achieving a revenue of 3δ−a∗g, from Inequality (24) we have that 3δ−a∗g > 3−ag = 3δ−āg,

which implies that āg > a∗g.

Also note that the incentive compatibility constraints ensure that āg ≤ a∗b . Thus,

there exist consumer beliefs in which a high quality show choosing strategies (a,B) with

a ∈ [a∗g, āg) would make greater profit than its equilibrium revenue πg(ag,W ) = 3 − ag
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(this holds because under perfect information, the equilibrium strategy for the high

quality show is (a∗g, B)). If a low quality show chooses strategy (a,B) with a < a∗b ,

viewers would watch a maximum of one episode (with the most optimistic belief) making

at most δ − a of profit.

If we had that δ − āg < 3δ − ab, then there exist off-equilibrium strategies (a,B)

with a ∈ [a∗g, āg) that are dominated for the low quality show, while making the high

quality show better off (for certain beliefs); thus, this equilibrium does not satisfy the

intuitive criterion. If δ − āg ≥ 3δ − ab, there exist off-equilibrium beliefs that make the

strategy (a,B) with a ∈ [a∗g, āg) dominate the low quality show’s equilibrium; thus, the

belief for such advertising levels would be µ0. Therefore, in order to dissuade the shows

to deviate, we must have that u{1,āg ,B} < 0, which translates to µ0 < γ
a∗b−āg
θH−θL .

Proof of Proposition 3. This Proposition follows immediately from using Case B (ag <

abW ), Lemmas 5 and 6 and the incentive compatibility constraints (31).

Proof of Lemma 7. The expected profit in this situation is given by

πb(a,W ) =
3∑
i=1

iP(watching exactly i episodes)− a. (34)

A viewer would watch exactly 1 episode, if she watches episode 1 and does not watch

episode 2. The only way for this to happen is if the quality draw from episode 1 is θL,

then consumer beliefs would be updated to µ{2,a,W} = 0 (since the viewer now knows

the show is bad), and if the expected utility from episode 2 is negative. Therefore, we

have that

P(watching exactly 1 episode) = 1(u{1,a,W} ≥ 0)(1− b)

[
1− 1

(
γa+E[Qb] ≥ CW

)]
(35)

A viewer would watch exactly 2 episodes, if she watches episode 1, then 2 and leaves.

If the draw from episode 1 is θL, a viewer that watches episode 2, would also watch

episode 3. In this case, the draw from episode 1 must be θM . In order for the viewer to

stop watching after episode 2, we need her to draw a θL from this episode, and have a
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negative expected utility from episode 3. Then

P(watching exactly 2 episodes) = 1(u{1,a,W} ≥ 0)b(1− b)

[
1− 1

(
γa+E[Qb] ≥ CW

)]
.

(36)

A viewer would watch all 3 episodes if either of these scenarios holds: the draw from

episode 1 is θL and the expected utility from episode 2 is non-negative, the draw from

episode 1 is θM , the draw from episode 2 is θL and the expected utility from episode 3

is non-negative, or the draws from episodes 1 and 2 is θM . Then

P(watching exactly 3 episodes) =1(u{1,a,W} ≥ 0)

[
(1− b)1

(
γa+E[Qb] ≥ CW

)
(37)

+ b
[
b+ (1− b)1

(
γa+E[Qb] ≥ CW

)]]
.

Finally, using Equations (35), (36) and (37) in Equation (34), and knowing that in

a separating equilibrium u{1,ag ,W} ≥ 0, we obtain the result we are looking for.

Proof of Proposition 4. The proof of this Proposition is very similar to the ones of Lem-

mas 5 and 6. We want to show that a separating equilibrium {(ag,W ), (ab, B)} may

survive the intuitive criterion when ag = max{aW , 1 + b+ b2 + ab − 3δ} < abW and

ab = a∗b . The first needed are the conditions for a separating equilibrium, so we need

the other incentive compatibility constraint ag ≤ 3 + ab − 3δ.

First, we analyze deviations to non-linear releases. The advertising levels that dom-

inate the high quality show are in the region [a∗g, āg). If these advertising levels did not

dominate the low quality show as well, this equilibrium would be ruled out by the intu-

itive criterion. Thus, we need to impose δ(1 + b+ b2)− āg > 3δ − a∗b . This inequality is

necessary for the existence of out-of-equilibrium beliefs that would make the low quality

show better off (in expectation) by deviating to any strategy in non linear releases with

advertising level in [a∗g, āg). Given this set dominates, for some out-of-equilibrium beliefs,

the equilibrium strategies for both show types, consumers will believe that a deviation

to such set is from the high quality show with probability µ0. In order to ensure that

viewers don’t start watching the show, we set the expected utility of the first episode to

be negative, µ0E[Qg] + (1− µ0)E[Qb]− CB + γāg < 0 ⇐⇒ µ0 < γ
a∗b−āg

E[Qg ]−E[Qb]
.
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Second, we analyze deviations to linear releases. If aW < 1 + ab − 3δ, there exist

out-of-equilibrium beliefs for which the advertising levels in the region [aW , 1 + ab− 3δ)

dominate the equilibrium strategies for both show types. This is because this region does

not satisfy the incentive compatibility constraints for the low quality show, whereas for

the high quality show, it reduces the advertising level. Thus, when seeing such deviation,

consumers would give a probability of µ0 to the show being of high quality. In order to

prevent both show types from performing such deviation, we must make the utility from

watching the first episode negative, µ0E[Qg] + (1− µ0)E[Qb]− CW + γ(1 + ab − 3δ) <

0 ⇐⇒ µ0 < γ 3δ−1
E[Qg ]−E[Qb]

. If aW ≥ 1 + ab − 3δ, there is no other advertising level on

linear releases which could dominate (depending on out-of-equilibrium beliefs) the high

quality show.
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